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In Kraft Foods Global Brands LLC v Y Merba Israel Ltd (CA 358/11, November 30 2011), the Supreme Court 
has reversed the district court's dismissal of a passing-off action brought by Kraft Foods Global Brands LLC 
against the retailers of Go-Go's sandwich cookies for allegedly copying the trade dress of its Oreo brand of 
cookies. 

Plaintiff Kraft manufactures the Oreo sandwich cookies. It sued the retailers of sandwich cookies marketed 
under the name Go-Go's on the grounds of passing off and infringement of a well-known mark, seeking 
injunction and damages.  
 

 

Kraft claimed that: 

l the Oreo brand enjoyed both a global and local reputation, as evidenced by the large volume of sales 
and extensive advertising of the product;  

l the defendants' packaging copied the distinctive trade dress of the Oreo cookies, using the same 
colour combination, cursive font and white and yellow graphics, as well as the embossed image of 
black sandwich cookies against a background of splashing milk; and  

l the likelihood of confusion between the goods was supported by a consumer survey.   

The defendants argued that their products not only bore the MERBA mark, but also had a different get-up 
due to, among other things, the differences in size and colour of the products. They further argued that 
pictures of black cookies filled with white cream, the colour blue, a background of splashing milk, the 
repetition of the letter 'O' and embossed logos were common in the trade both worldwide and locally.  

The district court dismissed the action, holding that the get-up of the products was not sufficiently similar. 
The court observed that each party's product prominently bore their respective word marks (OREO and GO-
GO'S) and differed in size, colour (the defendants' packaging was purple, while Kraft's packaging used 
shades of blue) and graphics (the number of  cookies was different and the defendants' packaging depicted 
a girl). It further found that the use of pictures of sandwich cookies against a background of splashing milk 
was common in the trade. The court noted that Kraft's consumer survey was conducted before the 
consumers were exposed to the defendants' product and, therefore, could not support a likelihood of 
confusion. 

The court also dismissed Kraft's argument that the creation of initial interest sufficed for a finding of 
likelihood of confusion (where the products were placed side-by-side on store shelves). The court pointed 
out that, under the tort of passing off, consumers must be mistaken into believing that the defendant's 
product originates from the plaintiff. Here, a reasonable consumer would not associate Go-Go's cookies with 
Kraft or the Oreo brand. The court further held that the claim that the Oreo get-up was a well-known mark 
would not avail the plaintiff, as the similarity was not confusing. Finally, the court stated that little weight 
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was to be given to the fact that both products depicted sandwich cookies against a background of splashing 
milk, as they both contained black sandwich cookies filled with vanilla cream.      

On appeal, the Supreme Court held that the appeal had merit. On the court's recommendation, the parties 
reached a settlement whereby: 

l the district court's judgment was revoked; and  
l after a 60-day grace period, the defendants were to cover up most of the images of the cookies and 

milk on their products, which they then could sell for another 60 days.  

The settlement terms prohibited the further importation of the Go-Go's product in the same packaging, but 
allowed the importation of the product in a different packaging.     
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